
Corona news from the German island 09/20/2020 

31 million infections worldwide, Germany reached 274,000 with 9,390 deaths 

Goettingen [ENA] TOP 3 World - Corona - Infection rates: USA 6.8 million, Brazil 4.5 million, 

India 5.4 million. The 3 largest EU corona infection countries: Spain around 640,000 cases, 

Italy around 298,000 and France 468,000 cases. Almost 959,000 deaths worldwide. 

Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center 

Many will now be amazed at the headline: How, from the German island? I mean Germany, of course, 

but if I hear the news, speeches and actions by German politicians like Spahn, Merkel and Co., but also 

virologists and other experts, and I had no internet, then I would have to come to the conclusion that 

the Germans , so we, live on an island of bliss, at least as far as Corona is concerned. Because everything 

is great here in Germany, more and more bans are being withdrawn and viewers are allowed back in. 

And this despite all the prospects and numbers that break new negative records every day and are 

long approaching the numbers that led to the lockdown in mid-March. Only two things do not fit into 

the pretended ideal German world: The ominous wearing of masks is not reduced, no, now masks 

should even be worn in certain open areas, but not in closed rooms. You don't believe that: But yes, 

I'll give you a couple of really crazy examples here that contradict common sense: Council meeting in 

the Lokhalle Göttingen this Friday: property next to approx. 30 council members, around 15 visitors, 

security and help, so around 60 People. The locomotive hall holds around 7500 people without seats 

and is ventilated accordingly. 

And now the rule on the day of the council meeting: if you move around in the hall, you must wear a 

mask. If you are seated, you can remove the mask. The same stupid rule for an event in a free parking 

lot of a retail store: Approx. 500 spectators crouching on benches without any distance. Here, too, the 

following applies: Do not sit with a mask, wear a mask while standing. But it gets even better: The 

Deutsche Bahn: Go into the station hall, sit or stand, mask compulsory, even on the platform. And of 

course keep your distance, 2m are the order of the day. Even on the platforms. But if you get on the 

train and sit in the compartment, you are suddenly allowed to sit at a distance of centimeters with 

strangers in spite of non-compliance with the minimum distance and poor ventilation when the 

compartment is fully occupied. I could continue these stupid examples at will, to that extent I can now 

understand citizens who completely refrain from wearing masks. Of course, the risk of infection is 

greater then, but the rules are stupid and arbitrary, that doesn't work at all. 

Meanwhile, the number of new infections is increasing massively within the EU, Spain, France, Italy, 

the Czech Republic, everywhere the numbers are now increasing almost as steeply as at corona 

weddings, France has already exceeded its values. In Germany, too, there are now over 2000 new 

infections per day, if interested? Nobody. Spain sometimes has more than 10,000 new infections per 

day, the Czech Republic more than 1000 per day, which is more than 10% per day with a current total 

of just over 10,000. We still remember the celebrations on the street and in bars and pubs that we 

survived Corona. Gone stupid. Even the clever sayings that alcohol is the cure for Corona probably 

didn't work. 

The fact that Corona is no longer taken seriously here in Germany, regardless of what is reported, also 

make this news clear: There are 7500 or even 10,000 visitors in the stadium for 2 Bundesliga soccer 

games. Supposedly great hygiene concept, also raves about Prime Minister Schwesig and Rostock's 

sports director. There is talk of great joy for the fans and a huge opportunity for football. 

Unfortunately, the fans didn't know, because they were standing tightly packed as usual and wearing 

masks, what's that supposed to mean? And the 450 or so people who handled pyrotechnics, smoke 

pots and rockets? It now says: It is being investigated for violating the Explosives Act and breach of the 



peace. Eat clear, the show has to go on, so must the smart talk. You can also see it at the game FC 

Bayern Munich against Schalke 04. In the Allianz Arena, FC Bayern bosses sit close together, mask and 

distance nil. The same picture with the guests. And Rummenigge: Misunderstanding when interpreting 

the Corona requirements. He probably wanted to say: Interpretation and compliance with the corona 

rules according to FC Bayern Munich regulations. 

And because we live here on the island of bliss, hospitals have also begun to dismantle corona beds 

and / or occupy them otherwise. No problem, they say, in the event of a revival, the beds can be 

reactivated quickly. Eat great. 

What doesn't work on football pitches, with things like contact forms and so on, is supposed to provide 

additional security in pubs, restaurants and the like. Should or do it? Both not. On the one hand, 

massive violations of data protection, which are of no interest to anyone because they are not turned 

off, on the other hand, the majority of the guests do not take the lists seriously anyway. And the entries 

are not checked anyway, not even in court. This is what happened the other day in Hamburg, more 

precisely in the cat bar. Six employees are tested positive and the contact list is processed, but: 

Hundreds of entries are wrong, wrong names wrong phone numbers. So everything for the cat. 

However, anyone who thinks that they have to publicly deny their coronavirus in terms of mask and 

distance may be brought back to the ground very quickly. Who z. B. works in an occupation that has 

to do with corona patients and is caught on a Coronademo without protection, the employer may 

terminate the contract without notice. There are also labor law problems if you report sick a few days 

after a demo visit due to corona signs. There are now some labor law assessments and effects of those 

who consciously defend themselves against protective measures or even propagate them in public or 

on the Internet. 

A lot of trouble threatens our ever popular Minister of Health Spahn. In the manner of Scheuer, he had 

accepted all offers for mask delivery at the corona weddings at that time, but not all of them, let alone 

paid for, after the supplies were flooded. For various reasons that are characterized by deficiencies, 

according to the ministry. The suppliers see it very differently and a large wave of lawsuits and damages 

is now rolling towards the Ministry of Health, no, correctly said, towards the taxpayers, because they, 

you and me, are the stupid ones who have to pay for the mess. And that's not all. First the ministry 

says that you do not pay because of alleged defects, then hundreds of millions of masks should be near 

the expiry, so you have to give them away abroad. One, no, so far 5 !!! Inquiries in the ministry 

altogether from me and I was still not told when the ominous masks expire and why scrap goods are 

given away abroad, which is obviously not good enough for the domestic market. 

I had placed an order for masks and ventilators that was simply ignored. When asked, no reference to 

my order, why it was not carried out, but: The quotas are allegedly forwarded to the federal states 

and, if desired, to the statutory health insurance associations, which then distribute them as required. 

I don't think so and there is no reference to the expiring masks, it is clearly simply covered up, called 

democracy or something. I'm not revealing anything yet, but have started an action that will expose 

the machinations. More on that in a few days. 

Our experts have now reached new heights and a new remedy for the pandemic was born. It's so 

simple and classic that no one has had the idea of using it before, it borders on a miracle: the 

mouthwash. Allegedly, gargling with mouthwashes is supposed to reliably kill viruses, bacteria and 

fungi in the mouth / throat area if the application is held for about 30 seconds. This should also apply 

to corona viruses. What surprises me: After more than 6 months, someone suddenly comes up with 

the idea of using mouthwashes against Corona. Experienced virologists didn't know that? Have 

sponsorship contracts been concluded here with manufacturing companies who also want to get their 

share of the earnings pie? Sorry, I can't believe it, nobody knows that beforehand and suddenly it pops 



up from a drawer, supposedly there is even a study that proves it. What a wonder, the study listed 3 

mouthwashes as being particularly effective by name and ingredients. And then there is the note that 

the products are all available in pharmacies without a prescription. Eat clearly, but in terms of 

thoroughness I would have had a recommendation which pharmacies are particularly suitable. 

Again it reads like sunshine on the horizon: It's about a vaccine against Corona, the reports no longer 

leave, Spahn should already be in the process of creating a list that determines the order of the 

population groups that are to be vaccinated first and later . There is still a vaccine and there is none to 

be distributed: The Russian one is a flop, other companies have stopped testing because of serious 

complications to test persons, nothing can be distributed yet. 

And finally I have to talk briefly about a woman I can't talk about as I would like, but I can say that she 

is the very last one for me. Why ? This US citizen, just 26 years old and infected with corona, goes to a 

hotel and various bars just to have fun. The fun, however, has serious consequences: So far, over 23 

people have been discovered to be infected by her, due to the tingling, not all contacts could and 

cannot be traced, and far more sick people will certainly have been produced. And the hotel may also 

thank you. It has been temporarily closed. 

Translated with Google translator. No liability for incorrect translations, original text in German.    

Übersetzt mit Google - Übersetzer. Keine Haftung für fehlerhafte Übersetzungen, Originaltext in 

Deutsch. 


